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ABSTRACT

We present a web-based server, called ESTpass, for
processing and annotating sequence data from
expressed sequence tag (EST) projects. ESTpass
accepts a FASTA-formatted EST file and its quality
file as inputs, and it then executes a back-end
EST analysis pipeline consisting of three consecu-
tive steps. The first is cleansing the input EST
sequences. The second is clustering and assem-
bling the cleansed EST sequences using d2_cluster
and CAP3 programs and producing putative tran-
scripts. From the CAP3 output, ESTpass detects
chimeric EST sequences which are confirmed
through comparison with the nr database. The last
step is annotating the putative transcript sequences
using RefSeq, InterPro, GO and KEGG gene
databases according to user-specified options.
The major advantages of ESTpass are the integra-
tion of cleansing and annotating processes,
rigorous chimeric EST detection, exhaustive anno-
tation, and email reporting to inform the user about
the progress and to send the analysis results.
The ESTpass results include three reports (sum-
mary, cleansing and annotation) and download
function, as well as graphic statistics. They can be
retrieved and downloaded using a standard web
browser. The server is available at http://estpass.
kobic.re.kr/.

INTRODUCTION

Expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences are generated by
single-pass 50 or 30 DNA sequencing of clones randomly
picked from cDNA libraries (1). EST represents a partial
description of the transcribed portions of genomes, and
thus can provide insight into transcribed genes in a variety
of organisms. EST sequences are widely used in rapid and
cost-effective methods for discovering genes, and as a

useful resource for gene mapping and cDNA array
construction (2). The utility of EST is also illustrated by
the phylogenetic diversity of organisms represented in
dbEST, an EST database (3,4).
However, identifying encoded genes from EST

sequences presents a number of challenges (5). EST may
contain low-complexity sequences, relatively frequent
chimeric sequences, repeat sequences and contaminant
sequences such as vectors and adaptors. They should be
trimmed or masked before further analysis. Because EST
sequences are partial fragments of cDNA, they should be
assembled and reconstructed into mRNA transcripts to be
used for identifying encoded genes. However, this recon-
struction is often hampered by the presence of chimeric
EST sequences, which are created by the joining of two or
more different fragments during cDNA cloning or EST
sequencing (6). Such chimeric EST sequences cause
misassembly, which leads to incorrect gene annotation.
Therefore, removing chimeric EST is essential for
reconstructing reliable transcripts from EST sequences.
Several EST processing systems have been developed to

cope with these challenges such as EST analysis pipeline
(ESTAP) (7), ESTAnnotator (8), EST pipeline system (9),
PartiGene (10) and ParPEST (11). Although they each
have their own objectives, these systems commonly
provide automated or semi-automated pipelines for
cleansing EST sequences and annotating them using
public databases (12). However, most of these pipelines
require local installation and maintenance of the latest
versions of the tools and databases, and provide simple
annotation functions. Moreover, they are only capable of
removing chimeric EST that contains contaminant
sequences, such as vectors and adaptors.
Here we present a web-based server, called ESTpass,

which provides an automated pipeline for cleansing and
annotating user-inputted EST sequences according to
user-specified options. The use of ESTpass does not
require application installation or testing steps. Instead,
the user simply uploads EST data and chooses the
appropriate analysis tools and parameters on a web
browser.
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METHODS

The main function of the ESTpass server is a back-end
EST annotation pipeline, whose procedures can be divided
into three consecutive steps: cleansing, clustering and
assembling, and annotation. A schematic of the pipeline
workflow is depicted in Figure 1.

Cleansing step

EST sequences may contain various types of contaminants
that should be removed before the sequences are used. The
cleansing performed in the first step is fundamental to
obtaining high-quality sequences from raw sequence data.
The cross_match program is used to identify and mask
vector sequences and contaminant sequences, such as
Escherichia coli sequences, at the 50 and 30 ends. These
masked regions are removed by an ESTpass trimming
tool. If adaptor, primer or other contaminant sequences
are uploaded by the user, ESTpass searches for and trims
them from the both ends of EST sequences. ESTpass also
trims low-quality end sequences based on a user-inputted
quality file and a minimum quality score. Low-complexity
regions in each EST sequence are masked using the
RepeatMasker program (A.F.A. Smit, R. Hubley and
P. Green RepeatMasker at http://repeatmasker.org) with
a user-selected repeat database.
The generation of chimeric EST during the cDNA

library construction or the EST sequencing may cause
problems in subsequent analysis steps. Thus, ESTpass
detects them if the trimmed EST contains internally
inserted contaminants. These chimeric EST sequences are
not used in the next process. After cleansing, EST
sequences shorter than a user-specified length (100 bases
by default) are discarded. The cleansed EST sequences and

their cleansing information are stored in the ESTpass
database.

Clustering and assembling step

The second step involves clustering and assembling the
cleansed EST sequences. This step is the key to identifying
the expressed genes of a cDNA library. The d2_cluster
(13) and CAP3 (14) programs were used to reconstruct
putative transcripts from the cleansed EST sequences.

EST data sets can be contaminated with genomic DNA,
such as intron and intergenic regions, and unknown
contaminants. However, these types of chimerism cannot
be identified in the cleansing step. These types of chimeric
EST sequences are removed by using the chimer-detection
method that employs the sequence alignments outputted
by the CAP3 program. First, ESTpass detects a putative
chimeric EST sequences if multiple alignments in this
output have a chimerism spot, which represents a single
EST region surrounded by two flanking sequence seg-
ments containing four or more ESTs. Its occurrences
result in a barbell-shaped contig EST alignment
(Figure 2). Second, to evaluate the degree of chimerism
in the detected chimeric EST, EST sequences containing
the chimerism spot are searched against the nr database
using BLASTX (15). The putative chimerism is disproved
if the sequence matches a protein of the nr database and
their alignments spans its chimerism spot in the putative
chimeric EST, whereas it is confirmed if both sides of the
chimerism spot in the putative chimeric EST sequence
match different proteins of the nr database. If any
chimerism is found, ESTpass will recluster and reassemble
the EST sequences after excluding the confirmed chimeric
EST sequences. Two examples of chimeric ESTs are given
in a ‘Supplementary Data’ section. From the assembly
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Figure 1. Schematic of the ESTpass workflow. The ESTpass pipeline consists of three major steps: cleansing, clustering and assembling, and
annotation. ESTpass output is sent to the user via email and can be retrieved using a standard web browser.
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results, the consensus sequences of contigs, singletons and
singlets are chosen as putative transcripts, which are
subjected to the annotation process.

Annotation step

The last step involves annotating the putative transcripts
created in the previous step. ESTpass provides five
annotation facilities. The first is homology searching, in
which the putative transcript sequences are compared with
the RefSeq protein database (16) using BLASTX. The
BLASTX results are filtered using a user-specified cutoff
e-value (1E-04 by default), and the top-five hits and their
alignment results are stored in the ESTpass database. The
second annotation facility is Gene Ontology (GO) assign-
ment, in which the sequences are annotated with GO
terms using both gene2go and gene2refseq files down-
loaded from Entrez gene (17). The third facility is pathway
analysis, in which the sequences are BLASTed against the
KEGG gene database (18), and the top-hit KEGG IDs are
reported. The fourth annotation facility is motif/domain
finding, in which the sequences are translated in all six
frames and their translation products are queried against
the InterPro database (19) using the InterProScan
program (20). The fifth annotation facility is the
identification of the full length of the putative transcript
sequences. There are several algorithms (21–23) for
identifying translation initiation sites in EST sequences.
Among them, we used the TargetIdentifier (23) algorithm
that does not require ‘training’ and uses the BLASTX
output. Although its original algorithm classifies the full
length into six classes, ESTpass provides only a ‘full-
length’ class since it is most evident among the six.

IMPLEMENTATION

The ESTpass web server comprises three major compo-
nents: ESTpass web interfaces, a set of back-end pipeline
programs and a relational database (MySQL). The web
interfaces are implemented in static HTML pages
and Java Server Pages programs (http://java.sun.com/
products/jsp/). MySQL is used to store input EST,

intermediate data of the pipeline and the cleansed and
annotated results. The database schema is available at the
ESTpass website. The pipeline consists of several program
modules written in Perl, Python or Java, and an Apache
Ant (http://ant.apache.org) script controls the configura-
tion and operation of these pipeline modules. The back-
end system is a Linux machine with four dual-core AMD
Opteron 875 CPUs (8 cores) and 16 GB of RAM. The
ESTpass server has a queuing system to control user-
submitted projects. ESTpass simultaneously runs three
projects; any remaining projects will be put into a
job queue.

INPUT AND OUTPUT

Input

The ESTpass web interfaces allow the user to submit EST
sequences and their quality scores, and contaminants such
as vectors and adaptors. All the EST sequences need to be
prepared in FASTA format and saved as a single text file
before being uploaded. Although most EST projects
produce a large number of chromatogram files, ESTpass
cannot accept chromatogram files due to file-size limita-
tions of web-based uploading. Accordingly, chromato-
gram files should be converted into DNA sequence files
using a base-calling program such as phred (24,25). The
maximum number of input EST sequences in a single
submission is 10 000 EST sequences. ESTpass treats the
first word in the description line of an EST sequence as its
name, and checks for sequence name duplication and the
consistency between the sequence file and the quality file
(if provided).

Output

The ESTpass output is stored in a MySQL database and
its access URL is sent to the user-specified email address.
The output largely consists of three reports: summary,
cleansing, and annotation (Supplementary Figure S1). The
summary report describes the statistics of cleansing,
clustering, assembly, and annotation. In addition, detailed
statistics on putative transcripts and their annotation

EST1  AGATCCAGGATAA 
EST2  AGATCCAGGATAA
EST3  AGATCCAGGATAAGGAA
EST4  AGATCCAGGATAAGGAAGGA
EST5 AGGATAAGGAAGGAATTCCTCCTGATCAGCAGAGACTGATCTTTGCTGCA
EST6                                      AGAGACTGATCTTTGCTGGC
EST7                                            TGATCTTTGCTGGC
EST8                                            TGATCTTTGCTGGC
EST9                                                CTTTGCTGGC

Depth 44444455555553333222111111111111111122222244445555555555

Chimerism spot

Figure 2. Illustration of the detection of a chimeric EST sequence in the alignment output of the CAP3 program. A putative chimeric EST sequence
is detected if it has chimeric spots, which is represented by a stretch of EST sequences with both a depth of one and being surrounded by an
alignment depth of four or more, and is dumbbell-shaped. In this example, EST5 is a candidate chimeric EST sequence. The chimerism of the EST
sequence containing the chimerism spot is confirmed by comparison with the nr database using BLASTX. In the BLASTX output, the putative
chimeric sequence matches a protein and its alignment spans the chimerism spot, which disproves its chimerism. In contrast, both sides of the
chimerism spot in the putative chimeric EST sequence can match different proteins of the nr database, its chimerism is confirmed.
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results are represented as graphs. The cleansing report
presents detailed information about the cleansing results
of each EST sequence such as the EST length and
trimming information. It provides links to input and
cleansed EST sequences. The annotation report presents
annotation results about the putative transcript sequences
such as the full length information, RefSeq number, GO
ID, KEGG ID and InterPro ID with their detailed
information. The user can also download the three reports
and components ESTs of clusters and putative transcripts
as tab-delimited text files from the download menu of
the access URL. After finishing the user submitted
projects, the user can further analyze the final output
using public software or web-based servers, e.g., finding
ORF (26) regions in the putative transcript sequences. The
results will be kept for 1 month and then deleted.

CONCLUSIONS

ESTpass provides more rigorous chimeric EST detection
and exhaustive annotation facilities, compared to other
EST pipelines (Supplementary Table S1). EST analysis is
generally time-consuming due to the large number of EST
sequences—it may take more than 1 day depending on the
number of EST sequences (Supplementary Table S2).
Therefore, all the results are sent the user via email.
Among the three steps, the annotation process requires the
longest time, especially finding motif/domains of putative
transcripts. Thus, the ‘motif/domain annotation’ on the
annotation options should be unchecked if the user want
to receive the results more quickly.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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